Philippines | Tropical storm MEGI (Agaton) impact overview

**Impact Overview**

- **178** Fatalities
- **111** Missing people
- **8** Injured people
- **2,126,202** Affected people
- **11,279** Affected houses
- **421,514** Total displaced persons*

*of which **113,609** persons currently displaced (as of 20 April)

**Rainfall forecast**

- **25-50**: 200-300
- **50-100**: 300-400
- **100-200**: 400-500

**Rainfall accumulation**

- **25-50**: 200-300
- **50-100**: 300-400
- **100-200**: 400-500

**Storm surge (m)**

- **0.1-0.9**

**Name**

- Location with reported fatalities
- Affected Region

**Legend**

- Tropical cyclone
- Low pressure system
- Past track
- <63 km/h
- 63-74 km/h
- 120-149 km/h
- >150 km/h

**Source**: GDACS, HWRF, NOAA-GFS, NASA-GPM, DSWD-DROMIC, NDRRMC, OSWD-DROMIC, NDRRMC, GDACS, HWRF, NDRRMC, NDRRMC
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